The Optimization of Gate All Around-L-Shaped Bottom Select Transistor in 3D NAND Flash Memory.
In this work, the GAA (Gate All Around) L-Shaped bottom select transistor (BSG) in 3D NAND Flash Memory has been investigated. Different methods are proposed to optimize its performance from viewpoints of process and structure. BSG in 3D NAND is a novel device structure with two connected transistors: one is horizontal MOSFET (regarded as convention MOSFET) and one is vertical MOSFET (regarded as GAA transistor). With implant dose increasing in vertical channel, BSG Vth has much more tighter Vt distribution, which is beneficial for boosting potential improvement and program disturbance suppression. Meanwhile, BSG corner rounding is proposed to improve the characteristic of BSG. Experiment and TCAD simulation data are matches quite well, giving a way to improve cell characteristics distribution and self-boosting potential control in high density 3D NAND array.